
One of the UK’s leading teaching hospitals now has an upgraded 
comfort cooling system that’s delivering a 60% efficiency boost to 
support its energy reduction targets as well as reduced running costs 
and maintenance time.    

The Challenge

ENERGY EFFICIENCY IMPROVED BY 
60% AT TEACHING HOSPITAL
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WE MAKE IT WORK

“A 60% improvement 
far surpasses their 
expectations and 
significantly supports their 
energy reduction target.”

The Solution

The Result

As part of a UK teaching hospital’s energy management 
programme, ICS Cool Energy was drafted in to 
provide a new comfort cooling system as the existing 
arrangement was inefficient and difficult to maintain. 

The new system sited the high power Magnus 
Turbocor chillers on the roof along with other 
units, providing greater ease of access for servicing. 
Designed to work at high efficiency levels at full and 
partial loads, ICS Cool Energy’s Magnus range is 
among most adaptable and economic chillers on the 
market, with cooling and heating capacity. 

• 2x 250kW and 1x 500kW Magnus MA/SS-CA-HE
chiller units

• Full integration with the hospital’s own BMS
• Re-siting the chillers for ease of maintenance and

efficiency
The hospital has reported improvements of as much as 
60% since the install, with lower maintenance time and 
running costs. 

ICS Cool Energy, said; 
“Optimum energy efficiency is something to strive 
for in today’s world and it can be a hard task when 
combined with the need for temperature control. 
“We were very pleased to help this leading hospital 
greatly improve the efficiency of their comfort cooling 
system; a 60% improvement far surpasses their 
expectations and significantly supports their energy 
reduction target. The adaptable technology used in 
our Magnus range offering minimal running costs, 
exceptional partial load efficiency levels plus the air 
cooled units reduce energy expenditure.”
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